
CALVINISM VS EVANGELICALISM

Calvinism vs. Arminianism vs. Evangelicalism. Don't follow any doctrine that's named after a man (no matter how much
you admire him). This chart compares the.

First, my Lord Jesus Christ commands me to do so Mark  It is utterly vain to say, that grace gives ability to the
sinner sufficient for the formation of that final volition which decides the question of personal salvation. Grace
is the handmaid, the sinner's will the mistress. Take some time and reread those chapters. This may be
regarded as an extraordinary assertion, but it is susceptible of proof as speedy as it is clear. We must invite
others to hear the message. According to Russell, thinking this way encourages Christians to interact in terms
of fellowship rather than reciprocity. Before a possible can become an actual salvation something needs to be
done -- a condition must be performed upon which is suspended its passage from possibility to actuality. The
case before us is, not that God knew that those who will actually perish would perish unless he intervened to
save them. The Calvinist holds that the efficacious and irresistible grace of God applies salvation to the sinner;
the Arminain, that the grace of God although communicated to every man is inefficacious and resistible, and
that the sinner's will uses it as merely an assisting influence in determining the final result of accepting a
possible salvation and so making it actual. This has already been sufficiently shown in the foregoing remarks.
He promises that his word will never return to him void or empty, but will accomplish the purpose for which
he sent it Isa. The enabling power is grace; over and beyond it is the determining power of the sinful will.
They contend that, in consequence of the atonement offered by Christ for the race, all men become
probationers. It may accept the offered salvation; it may not. John Calvin and many Reformed theologians
who followed him describe Christ's work of redemption in terms of three offices : prophet , priest , and king.
The saving factor is his will; he is his own savior. It is not difficult for a Christian to know if he has, indeed,
evangelized. Sin cannot use grace; inability cannot use ability; the dead cannot determine to use life. He
cannot and must not evaluate his efforts in the light of who responds to the message. An appeal to Adam's
ability, in order to support the hypothesis of the sufficient ability of the unregenerate sinner, cannot avail to
redeem that hypothesis from the charge of making a merely possible salvation impossible. And through
evangelism, he is calling his sheep to himself. But, according to it, the atonement did not secure salvation as a
certain result to any human beings; and when it comes to the question how the sinner practically avails himself
of the salvation made only possible to all, the Arminian answers it by saying, that the sinner in the exercise of
his own self-determining power, which from its nature is contingent in its exercise, makes salvation his own.


